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Abstract
This study aims to analyze two processes related to two asymmetries in Brazilian Portuguese: vowel harmony and reduction in pre-stressed vowels. For so, acoustic analyses were carried out couched in coarticulation theories and a corpus, containing test and control words of high and low familiarity, recorded with 10 subjects from São Paulo and Pernambuco states. Here, we present the first results of a paulista female subject for F1, which is a correlate of vowel height. We show that familiar words are more in harmony with the stressed vowels considering pre-stressed vowels /e a o/ indistinctly.
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Introduction
The process studied here is vowel harmony, a phenomenon in which vowels tend to modify their acoustic features to match with the stressed vowel, as in p[i]pino ~ p[e]pino (cf Bisol, 1989)

The results so far support the two hypotheses: /e/ and /o/ lower before low stressed vowels and rise before high vowels, and /a/ raises in all cases. Harmony is more frequent in familiar words.

Results and Discussion
The results supported the initial hypotheses about the vowel harmony behavior and its frequency – more frequent in familiar words – at least for the three analyzed vowels in pre-stressed position. The acquired knowledge was significant, due to the work that this study asked for: recording, segmenting, analyzing both phonetically and statistically to verify scientific hypotheses in contemporary phonological theory.

Conclusions
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